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The Lady and the Gent Feb 09 2021 A woman of great fortune... A man of great mystery...
The Lady and the Sharks Dec 27 2019 The Lady and the Sharks...Filled with the Engaging Explorations and the Adventures of a Remarkable Woman, The Lady and the Sharks is about the joys of diving, exploring, and
discovering the world that lives beneath the sea-about the pleasure and power of curiosity. This updated 4th edition recounts the birth and growth of a major marine science laboratory, and describes Genie Clark's
fascinating tales about the behavior and physiology of sharks, fish and marine life. Genie's stories have inspired a continually growing audience of readers, scientists; students have inspired a continually growing
audience of readers, scientists, students, collaborators, friends, children, and admirers. Eugenie Clark is an explorer, marine biologist, and teacher; she is a perfect example of the heights women can attain in scientific
study. In 1955, she founded a small marine laboratory that grew to become the Mote Marine Laboratory in Sarasota, Florida, now a national center for shark and marine mammal research.
The Clothes They Stood Up In and The Lady and the Van Jun 01 2020 From Alan Bennett, the author of The Madness of King George, come two stories about the strange nature of possessions...or the lack of them.
In the nationally bestselling novel The Clothes They Stood Up In, the staid Ransomes return from the opera to find their Regent’s Park flat stripped bare--right down to the toilet-paper roll. Free of all their earthly
belongings, the couple faces a perplexing question: Who are they without the things they’ve spent a lifetime accumulating? Suddenly a world of unlimited, frightening possibility opens up before them. In “The Lady in
the Van,” which The Village Voice called “one of the finest bursts of comic writing the twentieth century has produced,” Bennett recounts the strange life of Miss Shepherd, a London eccentric who parked her van
(overstuffed with decades’ worth of old clothes, oozing batteries, and kitchen utensils still in their original packaging) in the author’s driveway for more than fifteen years. A mesmerizing portrait of an outsider with an
acquisitive taste and an indomitable spirit, this biographical essay is drawn with equal parts fascination and compassion.
Lady and the Tramp Live Action Junior Novel May 24 2022 The classic, beloved characters of Lady and the Tramp come to life in an all-new way through a humorous and sweet novelization that retells and expands
upon the story Disney fans everywhere know and love. Includes 8 pages of full-color photos!
Lady and the Tramp Aug 27 2022 Join Lady on her adventures with Tramp, a scruffy dog from the wrong side of the tracks in this classic story, based on the hit Disney film.
The Lady and the Lion Nov 06 2020 A beauty on the run meets a beast on a mission in this modern-day story of vengeance, seduction, and intrigue—a spellbinding short novel in the Once Upon a Time series from
bestselling author Kay Hooper. Erin Prentice has come to Miami to take a break from controlling men and figure out her next move. The last thing she expects is to fall for a charismatic stranger on the other side of her
hotel balcony—a disembodied voice in the darkness before dawn, with whom she shares a moving conversation and a craving for more. There’s so much power, so much pain, in his words; Erin senses he has dangerous
secrets. But when she gets an eyeful of her powerfully built mystery man, Erin runs right into his arms. Keith Donovan is here to take revenge on the scumbags who killed his family. It’s the exact wrong time to start
something new, to want a woman so badly he’d do anything to protect her. But the bond he shares with Erin has him thinking with his heart, not his head. Keith has dedicated each waking moment to retribution. Now
Erin’s touch makes him want everything he thought he’d given up on: a bright future, a second chance, and a life built on love. Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Lunch Lady and the Author Visit Vendetta Aug 15 2021 From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey, Kiddo. Dee, Terrence, and Hector are very excited about Author Visit Day. Lewis Scribson is the author of
the famous Flippy Bunny books, and Hector is a huge fan! And it gets Dee and Terrence out of math class. But something is a little off about this special guest. And Coach Birkby, the gym teacher, mysteriously
disappears the day of his visit. What evil designs does this world-famous writer have on his agenda? Lunch Lady’s going to get to the bottom of it, even if she has to kick some bunny butt!
Lady and the Tramp (Disney Lady and the Tramp) Sep 28 2022 What do you get when you combine a dog from the wrong side of the tracks with a pampered pooch? Disney's Lady and the Tramp is truly one of the most
beloved animated films of all time! New and old fans of the movie will love the full-color Little Golden Book retelling of this delightful doggie tale.
The Lady and the Laird Dec 07 2020 After a love letter ruins his wedding, Robert the Marquis of Methven seeks out Lady Lucy MacMorlan to fulfill his desperate need for a bride.
The Knight, the Lady and the Priest Aug 03 2020 This ambitious study sets out to discover what marriage meant in the daily lives of the nobles of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries. Through entertaining
anecdotes, family dramas, and striking quotations, Duby succeeds in bringing his subjects to life, making us feel as if we understand the motives and conflicts of those who inhabited the distant past. "It is typical of
Duby's modest spirit and his book-long concern with the ancient status of beleaguered wives that he ends his study with a plea: 'We must not forget the women. Much has already been said about them. But how much
do we really know?' Not everything, certainly, but far more than we did before the author began these charmingly erudite investigations."—Ken Turan, Time "It is refreshing to find a historian who is always conscious
that we simply do not know what or how people thought 1000 years ago. . . . Duby explains the complicated machinations of the medieval churchman and the paterfamilias in a scholarly but lively style."—Sarah Lawson,
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New Statesman "Duby has written an extraordinarily rich book—a panoramic view of medieval marriage and the relations between men and women, full of arresting insights and human detail. . . . It is the work of a
master historian at the peak of his powers on a subject of central relevance, compulsive and essential reading."—P. Stafford, British History Georges Duby (1919-1996) was a member of the Académie française and for
many years held the distinguished chair in medieval history at the Collège de France. His books include The Three Orders; The Age of Cathedrals; The Knight, the Lady, and the Priest; Love and Marriage in the Middle
Ages; and History Continues, all published by the University of Chicago Press.
The Lady from the Black Lagoon Jun 20 2019 The Los Angeles Times Bestseller A Tor.com Most Anticipated Book of 2019 A PureWow “Book We Can’t Wait to Read in 2019” A Bustle Nonfiction Book Coming Out In
2019 To Start Getting Excited About The Lady from the Black Lagoon uncovers the life and work of Milicent Patrick—one of Disney’s first female animators and the only woman in history to create one of Hollywood’s
classic movie monsters As a teenager, Mallory O’Meara was thrilled to discover that one of her favorite movies, Creature from the Black Lagoon, featured a monster designed by a woman, Milicent Patrick. But for
someone who should have been hailed as a pioneer in the genre, there was little information available. For, as O’Meara soon discovered, Patrick’s contribution had been claimed by a jealous male colleague, her career
had been cut short and she soon after had disappeared from film history. No one even knew if she was still alive. As a young woman working in the horror film industry, O’Meara set out to right the wrong, and in the
process discovered the full, fascinating story of an ambitious, artistic woman ahead of her time. Patrick’s contribution to special effects proved to be just the latest chapter in a remarkable, unconventional life, from her
youth growing up in the shadow of Hearst Castle, to her career as one of Disney’s first female animators. And at last, O’Meara discovered what really had happened to Patrick after The Creature’s success, and where
she went. A true-life detective story and a celebration of a forgotten feminist trailblazer, Mallory O’Meara’s The Lady from the Black Lagoon establishes Patrick in her rightful place in film history while calling out a
Hollywood culture where little has changed since.
Lady and the Tramp (Disney Lady and the Tramp) Jul 26 2022 What do you get when you combine a dog from the wrong side of the tracks with a pampered pooch? Disney's Lady and the Tramp is truly one of the most
beloved animated films of all time! New and old fans of the movie will love the full-color Little Golden Book retelling of this delightful doggie tale.
The Lady and the Panda May 12 2021 Here is the astonishing true story of Ruth Harkness, the Manhattan bohemian socialite who, against all but impossible odds, trekked to Tibet in 1936 to capture the most
mysterious animal of the day: a bear that had for countless centuries lived in secret in the labyrinth of lonely cold mountains. In The Lady and the Panda, Vicki Constantine Croke gives us the remarkable account of Ruth
Harkness and her extraordinary journey, and restores Harkness to her rightful place along with Sacajawea, Nellie Bly, and Amelia Earhart as one of the great woman adventurers of all time. Ruth was the toast of 1930s
New York, a dress designer newly married to a wealthy adventurer, Bill Harkness. Just weeks after their wedding, however, Bill decamped for China in hopes of becoming the first Westerner to capture a giant panda–an
expedition on which many had embarked and failed miserably. Bill was also to fail in his quest, dying horribly alone in China and leaving his widow heartbroken and adrift. And so Ruth made the fateful decision to adopt
her husband’s dream as her own and set off on the adventure of a lifetime. It was not easy. Indeed, everything was against Ruth Harkness. In decadent Shanghai, the exclusive fraternity of white male explorers
patronized her, scorned her, and joked about her softness, her lack of experience and money. But Ruth ignored them, organizing, outfitting, and leading a bare-bones campaign into the majestic but treacherous
hinterlands where China borders Tibet. As her partner she chose Quentin Young, a twenty-two-year-old Chinese explorer as unconventional as she was, who would join her in a romance as torrid as it was taboo.
Traveling across some of the toughest terrain in the world–nearly impenetrable bamboo forests, slick and perilous mountain slopes, and boulder-strewn passages–the team raced against a traitorous rival, and was
constantly threatened by hordes of bandits and hostile natives. The voyage took months to complete and cost Ruth everything she had. But when, almost miraculously, she returned from her journey with a baby panda
named Su Lin in her arms, the story became an international sensation and made the front pages of newspapers around the world. No animal in history had gotten such attention. And Ruth Harkness became a hero.
Drawing extensively on American and Chinese sources, including diaries, scores of interviews, and previously unseen intimate letters from Ruth Harkness, Vicki Constantine Croke has fashioned a captivating and richly
textured narrative about a woman ahead of her time. Part Myrna Loy, part Jane Goodall, by turns wisecracking and poetic, practical and spiritual, Ruth Harkness is a trailblazing figure. And her story makes for an
unforgettable, deeply moving adventure.
Disney Lady and the Tramp Nov 18 2021 Lady's wonderful life is suddenly turned upside down! Not only is there a new baby, but Aunt Sarah and her two scheming Siamese cats have come to stay. When Lady meets
up with Tramp, she jumps at the chance to run away with him. He is obviously from the wrong side of town, but life on the streets can't be that bad--or can it?
Lady and the Tramp Nov 25 2019 Read along with Disney! Lady, a pampered Cocker Spaniel, loves living with Jim Dear and Darling. Then one day the couple goes away on vacation and leaves the mean Aunt Sarah in
charge. When Lady becomes frightened and runs away, Tramp, the neighborhood mutt, takes her under his paw. Follow along as Lady learns what it means to be footloose and leash-free!
Lady and the Tramp Dec 19 2021 Trusty the old bloodhound comes to stay with Lady, Tramp, and their puppies while his owner is away. When Scamp hurts the old dog's feelings, Trusty runs away to the woods, but
when the remorseful puppy needs saving from a mean dog, Trusty is there to help.
Lady and the Tramp Read-Along Storybook and CD Oct 25 2019 Experience the magic of Lady and the Tramp in this 8 x 8 storybook and read-along CD that features character voices and sound effects from the classic
film! Follow along as two dogs from very different worlds embark on the romantic journey of a lifetime!
Lady and the Tramp (Disney Lady and the Tramp) Mar 22 2022 This Step 2 reader for children ages 4-6 retells the classic story of Disney's Lady and the Tramp. Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences
to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
The Lady and the Mountain Man Feb 27 2020 Isabella Bird was a proper Victorian lady, a minster’s daughter, a writer who traveled the globe. She was expected to marry a man of means and position instead she was
drawn to a gruff mountain man, a desperado named Jim Nugent. The unlikely pair met in Estes Park, Colorado in 1873. Jim was enchanted by Isabella and she was infatuated with him. In a published version of Isabella’s
letter to her sister, she said of Jim that “he was a man any woman might love but no sane woman would marry.” On a climb to the top of Longs Peak their friendship blossomed into more than expected. This book reveals
the true story of Bird’s relationship with Nugent as they traveled through the dramatic wilderness of the Rocky Mountains.
Lady and the Tramp: Scamp the Hero Feb 21 2022 Scamp the puppy is restless and adventurous, just like his father Tramp! One day, Lady and Tramp let little Scamp visit the park by himself. On the way to the park,
Scamp rescues a poodle puppy named Princess from a pack of mean dogs who were after a mysterious bone. When a police dog arrives and tells the pups the bone was stolen from the museum, it's up to Scamp and
Princess to return the bone and become town heroes!
The Lady and the Unicorn Aug 23 2019 A tour de force of history and imagination, The Lady and the Unicorn is Tracy Chevalier’s answer to the mystery behind one of the art world’s great masterpieces—a set of
bewitching medieval tapestries that hangs today in the Cluny Museum in Paris. They appear to portray the seduction of a unicorn, but the story behind their making is unknown—until now. Paris, 1490. A shrewd French
nobleman commissions six lavish tapestries celebrating his rising status at Court. He hires the charismatic, arrogant, sublimely talented Nicolas des Innocents to design them. Nicolas creates havoc among the women in
the house—mother and daughter, servant, and lady-in-waiting—before taking his designs north to the Brussels workshop where the tapestries are to be woven. There, master weaver Georges de la Chapelle risks
everything he has to finish the tapestries—his finest, most intricate work—on time for his exacting French client. The results change all their lives—lives that have been captured in the tapestries, for those who know
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where to look. In The Lady and the Unicorn, Tracy Chevalier weaves fact and fiction into a beautiful, timeless, and intriguing literary tapestry—an extraordinary story exquisitely told.
The Lady with the Books Jan 08 2021 A fictionalized retelling of how books from around the world helped children in Germany recuperate after WWII. Anneliese and Peter will never be the same after the war that
took their father’s life. One day, while wandering the ruined streets of Munich, the children follow a line of people entering a building, thinking there may be free food inside. Instead, they are delighted to discover a
great hall filled with children’s books — more books than Anneliese can count. Here, they meet the lady with the books, who will have a larger impact on the children’s lives than they could have ever imagined. The
place between despair and hope can often be found between the covers of a book.
The Lady and the Spider Sep 16 2021 A spider has made her home among the green hills and valleys of a lettuce leaf. It is a perfect den, just the right size, with a dewdrops pool nearby that will catch moths on moonlit
nights. How is the spider to know that the lady intends to eat that very lettuce for lunch one day?
Lady and the Tramp Apr 23 2022 Revisit Lady, Tramp, Jock and more in this deluxe storybook retelling of the classic animated film Lady and the Tramp.
Lady and the Tramp Read-Along Storybook Jan 20 2022 Experience the magic of Lady and the Tramp in this enhanced read-along eBook that features real character voices, sound effects, and word-for-word narration!
Follow along as two dogs from very different worlds embark on the romantic journey of a lifetime!
Lunch Lady and the Cyborg Substitute Jul 02 2020 From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey, Kiddo. Serving justice . . . and lunch! Hector, Terrence, and Dee have always wondered about their school
lunch lady. What does she do when she isn’t dishing out the daily special? Where does she live? Does she have a lot of cats at home? Little do they know, Lunch Lady doesn’t just serve sloppy joes—she serves justice!
Whatever danger lies ahead, it’s no match for LUNCH LADY!
The Lady and the Chocolate Mar 10 2021 Monkton pens a loving parable about a lady of great kindness who gives chocolate the very reason for existing--to be eaten by her! A beautifully presented must-have gift book
for any woman with a weakness for the sweet stuff.
The Grey Lady and the Strawberry Snatcher Sep 23 2019 In this story without words, an old woman is pursued by a strange man with a passion for strawberries.
Lunch Lady and the Field Trip Fiasco Jun 13 2021 From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey, Kiddo. Lunch Lady and the Breakfast Bunch are on a school field trip to a famous art museum. But while Lunch
Lady is busy taking in all the culture, the kids have caught onto something strange—some of the artwork looks suspiciously fake! Now Dee, Hector, and Terrence are determined to get to the bottom of this conspiracy,
but Lunch Lady is too awed to catch on. Will she snap out of it and come to the rescue? Or will the Breakfast Bunch have to handle this operation alone?
The Lady and the Highwayman Oct 05 2020 "Authors Elizabeth Black and Fletcher Walker go head-to-head as rival writers of Victorian Penny Dreadfuls. As an upper class schoolteacher, Elizabeth must write under the
pseudonym "Mr. King" in order to keep her identity a secret, while former street urchin Fletcher is determined to uncover the truth behind this up-and-coming new talent. But the more time they spend together, the
more she loses her heart to him. It's author against author where readers, reputations, and romance are all on the line."--Provided by the publisher.
Lady and the Tramp: Puppy Love! Jul 14 2021 The Live Action remake of Lady and the Tramp on Disney+ is a faithful retelling of the classic animated film, set at the turn-of-the century against the gorgeous
backdrop of Savannah, Georgia. All your favorite furry friends return-including Lady, Tramp, Jock, Trusty, and Peg. Voiced by a diverse and talented cast, look for a modern take on the classic song, "He's a Tramp," sung
by Janelle Monaé. Enjoy the next in line of successful Live Action remakes of a beloved Disney animated film . . . only this time, on Disney+. ***** The classic, beloved characters of Lady and the Tramp come to life in an
all-new way through a humorous and sweet World of Reading (Level 2) that retells and expands upon the story Disney fans everywhere know and love. This book uses final frames of cute and cuddly dogs, and highlights
the theme of love and rescue dogs.
The Firebrand and the First Lady Jan 28 2020 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD NOMINEE • The riveting history of how Pauli Murray—a brilliant writer-turned-activist—and First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt forged an
enduring friendship that helped to alter the course of race and racism in America. “A definitive biography of Murray, a trailblazing legal scholar and a tremendous influence on Mrs. Roosevelt.” —Essence In 1938, the
twenty-eight-year-old Pauli Murray wrote a letter to the President and First Lady, Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt, protesting racial segregation in the South. Eleanor wrote back. So began a friendship that would last
for a quarter of a century, as Pauli became a lawyer, principal strategist in the fight to protect Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and a co-founder of the National Organization of Women, and Eleanor became a
diplomat and first chair of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights.
Lady and the tramp Oct 17 2021
The Lady and the Pirate: Being the Plain Tale of a Diligent Pirate and a Fair Captive Apr 30 2020 I WAS sitting at one of my favorite spots engaged in looking through my fly-book for some lure that might, perhaps,
mend my luck in the afternoon’s fishing. At least, I had within the moment been so engaged; although the truth is that the evening was so exceptionally fine, and the spot always so extraordinarily attractive to me—this
particular angle of the stream, where the tall birches stand, being to my mind the most beautiful bit on my whole estate—that I had forgotten all about angling and was sitting with rod laid by upon the bank, the fly-book
scarce noted in my hand. Moreover, a peculiarly fine specimen of Anopheles, (as I took it to be) was at that very moment hovering over my hand, and I was anxious to confirm my judgment as well as to enlarge my
collection of mosquitoes. I had my other hand in a pocket feeling for the little phial in which I purposed to enclose Anopheles, if I could coax him to alight. Indeed, I say, I was at that very moment as happy as a man
need be; or, at least, as happy as I ever expected to be. Imagine my surprise, therefore, at that moment to hear a voice, apparently intended for me, exclaim, “Halt! Caitiff!” I looked up, more annoyed than displeased or
startled. It is not often one sees so fine a specimen of Anopheles; and one could have sworn that, but for my slight involuntary movement of the hand, he must have settled; after which—crede experto!—he would have
been the same as in my phial, and doomed to the chloroform within the next hour. Besides, no matter who one may be or how engaged, it is not wholly seemly to be accosted as a caitiff, when one is on one’s own land,
offending no man on earth, owing no debt and paying no tribute, feudal, commercial, military or personal, to any man on earth.
Disney Lady and the Tramp: The Story of the Movie in Comics Jun 25 2022 Rediscover the romantic tale of two dogs from the classic 1955 animated film in this retelling. Lady is a cocker spaniel who is
accustomed to a happy home with her owners. Tramp is a mutt, owned by no one, who knows tha streets and lives day by day for survival. Through dire circumstances, the two find their way to each other and bridge the
divide between their two world.
Lady and the Champ Apr 11 2021 He’s a single dad, and he needs a lady Chloe I massage naked guys for a living, but it’s strictly business. As a physical therapist, I get my hands on the hottest guys in sports, but I’m a
professional. I have rules. And I’m *this* close to breaking every one of them. It’s all his fault: Austin “The Champ” Sherwood, the gorgeous football god. He’s most valuable on the field, and most desired in the bedroom.
He’s my obnoxious patient. I hate him. I want him. But we’re forced together as he's recovering from a season-ending injury. Rejecting him should be easy. I shouldn’t want to date a client, but my heart melts when I see
him with his baby daughter. A football god who’s not a player? He's a dream-come-true, but I can’t date him. Our forbidden romance could get me fired. But what will we lose if we walk away? Austin They call me the
Champ, but I’m no player Let’s get one thing straight: I don’t date. When I see women, it’s just to get laid. That’s the way it is when you’re a single dad. Between my football career and raising my kid, I have no time to
play the field. My world revolved around my baby girl until Chloe. She’s my stuck-up, hot as hell physical therapist. She’s mouthy. Gorgeous. Smart as hell. And she hates me. She doesn’t like football, and I’m a widelunch-lady-and-the-cyborg-substitute-1-jarrett-j-krosoczka
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receiver. She doesn’t have kids—I’m a single dad. Girls like her don’t go for guys like me, but I can’t get her out of my damn mind. I’ll play again when I heal from my injury, but her hands are the only ones I want on my
body. She’s all attitude and sass until her clothes hit the floor. My daughter needs a mother—and Chloe's perfect. I've got one goal in mind, and it's not just scoring with the Lady. I want the whole nine yards.
Lady and the Tramp Oct 29 2022 When mean Aunt Sarah takes over her comfortable home, Lady the cocker spaniel flees and makes friends with several dogs in the outside world.
Lunch Lady and the Cyborg Substitute Jul 22 2019 From the author of National Book Award finalist Hey, Kiddo. Serving justice . . . and lunch! Hector, Terrence, and Dee have always wondered about their school
lunch lady. What does she do when she isn’t dishing out the daily special? Where does she live? Does she have a lot of cats at home? Little do they know, Lunch Lady doesn’t just serve sloppy joes—she serves justice!
Whatever danger lies ahead, it’s no match for LUNCH LADY!
The Lady and the Champ Mar 30 2020 Walking into that fight gym was the hardest thing Maureen Bryant had ever done, but the painful memories of the father she had barely known vanished the instant she saw the
sleek, powerful fighter in the ring. And Jack Ryan took one look at the gym's new owner and almost went down for the count. Suggestive content Available in Romance 12.
The Lady and the Gambler Sep 04 2020 "Bob woke up from his nap and looked in surprise the girl lying on his bed. Then he recalled everything and smiled. Gingerly approaching the bed he came and lay done beside
her and held her in his arms. He resolved that he would save closer intimacies for later and felt amazement that he had found someone other than the loose women that he usually was with". In what could either be fate
or pure circumstance, Bob and Sarah meet in a casino; Bob is a gambler and businessman and Sarah is a church-going lady. In the course of their relationship, they change each other's lives, Sarah becomes more care
free and Bob becomes more responsible and caring. They discover what it really means to love.
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